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Abstract:
My research project looked at the motivations and reasons behind students becoming Asian American studies minors, with an attempt to focus on reasons of ethnic formation and self-identity issues.  Other aspects of this research included finding out what interested Asian American studies minors the most, and what issues they felt more passionate about.  Information was gathered through a observation of an Asian American studies class and interviews with two Asian American studies minors and the Asian American studies student adviser.  Through my research I found that while there were certainly strong feelings about identity development, there were other major motivations of social justice and creating cross cultural connections.
Question:
Are Asian American Studies minors motivated by issues of self-identity and ethnic formations to continue to take Asian American Studies classes?  Do they see the classes as valuable affirmations of the Asian American identity, or more as a purely academic institution?
Plan:
I plan to explore this question through interviewing several Asian American Studies minors, as well with staff and professors in the Asian American Studies program.  I also plan to sit-in in one or two Asian American studies class' discussion, and try to understand student reactions in class.
Data (observations):
	I decided to observe the AAS 365 (Media Representations of Asian Americans) class as it had the highest number of Asian American Studies minors.  I entered the classroom and decided to sit in the back corner of the classroom and find a vantage point in which I could observe the entire classroom.  I first noticed that the class was pretty diverse; among closer inspection I counted about nine Asian Americans, with four white students (one of which was considerably older looking and could have been a graduate student), two Chinese international students who were older than the average college crowd, and one student of ambiguous race (from his dress and skin tone, I assumed he was mixed race American).  Most of the Asian Americans sat together in separate groups of two to three, while the Chinese students also sat together.  Meanwhile the white students were scattered around the various corners of the classroom, with two of the white students sitting next to Asian American groups.  However, only one of them seemed to know and socialize with the group sitting next to her.  The mixed-race student sat in the back row by himself.  Before the class began, I also noticed that nearly every student in the class had their laptops out, and were browsing the internet or checking their emails.
	Professor Nobuo finally began the class by explaining the day’s topics of discussion.  Meanwhile most of the students were still clicking away on their laptops, as I noticed the Asian American male student sitting in front of me was checking his Fantasy Football team while taking notes at the same time.  At this moment a student entered the classroom late- he looked to be Filipino American as I had seen him as the Philippine Student Association events before.  Professor Nobuo continues class without skipping a beat, and begins a discussion on the film that the class watched last week by prompting the class with a question.  These first few questions are purely factual (e.g. “Where did the film take place?”) as he called out on a student as no one was volunteering their answer.  He calls on an Asian American female sitting on the right side of the room, who offers a weak answer while giggling.  Professor Nobuo continues in this question format as the Filipino American male student answers the next question.  Participation continues to be varied among the white and Asian American students (with some participation from the Chinese internationals), but I notice there is a white female student near the front who seems to be participating more, with fuller and more concise answers.  About half an hour of class has passed by and I notice that the mixed-race student does not seem to be paying attention at all, with his eyes stuck to his computer and constantly texting.  Also, the Asian American male that was on his laptop continues to be distracted, and I see that the Asian American female next to him has begun to doze off.  Professor Nobuo begins to open up with more discussion oriented questions (e.g. “What did you feel once the film ended?”) and immediately gets responses from the white female in front and two other Asian American female students.  All three give good answers.
	The next section of class is a short film screening of the film “Manzanar.”  The film is slightly unconventional and personally looked slightly boring, but students began to glance away from their laptops and watch the film.  Of the students that were clearly watching the film, seven were Asian American, two were the Chinese students, and all the white students paid attention.  Meanwhile, all the Asian American male students and the one Asian American female student who was previously dozing off were not paying clear attention and looking at their laptops.  Halfway through the film, one Asian American female student who was paying attention switched her laptop back on and began browsing the internet.  The Filipino American student gets up before the film ends and talks to Professor Nobuo- and then he leaves class early.  Finally the film ends, and Professor Nobuo once again begins a discussion.  His questions are answered by a white male in front, the white female in front, and two Asian American females.  Professor Nobuo concludes class, and the students pack up to leave.
My observation assumed that the Asian American students in the class were most likely the Asian American minors in the class.  That being said, there was no true correlation between ethnicity and participation in the class.  In this observation, I saw three types of students.  The first type of student would not be paying attention in class at all, and would rarely participate in the class discussion.  These students focused on their laptop computers instead, and were a little less than a quarter of the class.  All of these students were Asian, Asian American, and the one mixed-race American.  The second type of student would pay attention, but like the first type, not really participate in the discussion.  This group consisted of a white student who sat in the far right corner by himself, the Chinese international students who occasionally participated, and three or four Asian American girls who sat near the front.  Their attention was evident as they all stayed awake and focused during the “Manzanar” screening.  Finally, the third group was the most active, paying attention as much as the second group but also volunteering their answers at a higher rate.  This group consisted of three of the white students (one of which was the older student), a few Asian American girls, and the Filipino American who left class early.  This shows a lack of correlation between ethnicity and class participation- that issues of Asian American media representation holds interest across different ages and cultures.  It also brings up the question of whether the Asian Americans who participated more in class and paid closer attention perhaps had a stronger identity as an Asian American than those who did not.  
	I felt that the discussion environment itself was relaxed and open- Professor Nobuo often used his enthusiasm, varying his speaking level and pitch to try and keep energy levels high.  He would drop hints in some of his questions to encourage participation, and was not afraid to call on certain students.  This atmosphere of discussion leads me to believe that the students who did not pay attention or attempt to answer many questions were not put off by a certain teaching style or intimidating instructor.  Many of his earlier questions were not overly complex, and were often just facts to recap the film.
	Another topic I would like to note is that AAS 365 is cross-listed with a Media and Cinema studies course, meaning that students may have signed up for the course without being part of the Asian American Studies program.  However, the I observed that the majority of the class was Asian or Asian American.  This could show that the Asian American students who did not participate or focus well may still have felt some personal interest in the class when signing up.
Data (interviews):
Interview #1
	I met Megan at a small cafe with a buzzing atmosphere.  There were many other conversations going around as well, meaning that there were no awkward pauses in our conversation.  The mood of the interview was extremely casual, as Megan was enthusiastic about talking about her personal ethnic background and why she was an Asian American Studies minor; I did not need to pry with any questions, and it seemed as if she seemed comfortable throughout the whole interview.  Throughout the interview, Megan demonstrated enthusiasm toward Asian American studies, explaining her ideas through anecdotes and life experiences.  Megan is a senior majoring in Communications from the northside of Chicago.  Megan is actually a mixed race Mexican-American, making her an interesting case study, and she seemed to understand how unorthodox it appears for someone not Asian American to be taking Asian American studies; therefore she was very thorough in explaining why she chose Asian American studies.
	Megan took her first Asian American studies course in her junior year, taking AAS 120 “on a whim” and explained how she “fell in love” with the professor and ended up taking another AAS class with her.  From there on, taking the minor program “kind of fell into place.”  She admitted that her interest in other cultures was indeed rooted with her earlier Asian American friends' pop culture references and taking Japanese for her language requirement in high school.  Also piquing her interest in taking AAS was the fact that she grew up in a predominantly Latino and African American background: “I thought it was interesting because even though its a culture completely different from my own we share a lot of similarities in terms of the Asian American movement, and racism, and forever foreigners...and especially with Asian Americans.  We shared a lot more in common that I realized before.”  Furthermore, Megan went on to strongly emphasize the importance of cultural studies in today's world, with increased global communication and transnational movements, as well as the practicality of cultural studies: “We need to be more aware of other cultures that are different of our own.  Otherwise your just going to be able to say to any employer, to any institution 'well I know about my culture, but I don't know diddly-squat about any other culture': I'd rather be informed than ignorant.”  When it comes to the classes themselves, Megan definitely believed that there was an “underlying tone...especially concerning the social issues of advocacy...”
	When asked whether Asian American studies has affected her own personal ideas about identity and ethnicity, Megan adamantly responded “I would say...it greatly has...I kind of take a critical eye at how people see me and how I see myself...I feel like I analyze things a lot more than I used to?  In terms of racial content, and what are the subliminal messages...what are the representations that we're forced to play along with?  What are the parameters that we're limited to?”  She shared an experience of watching a television show, and realizing negative media representations.  “How can you ignore that?  It makes me want to take some sort of action and promote some awareness.”  In terms of her own ethnic identity, Megan does admit that it is situational and often muted when she is with her friends.  While she participates in Mexican Independence Day celebrations, Megan is not associated with any cultural RSO's and says that she and her friends think of race as the “elephant in the room”- it comes up only casually in jokes or for particular holidays.  However at the same time, Megan stated repeatedly that she definitely cared about issues of racial policy like affirmative action, and would not shy away from calling out her friends for making ignorant comments.  One case was during a football game where one of friends commented “I didn't know Indians watched football,” after seeing someone of South Asian descent leaving the stadium- Megan was quick to point out how ignorant the statement was, and admitted that she does get frustrated at racist or ignorant comments.  
	Another significant topic that was brought up was Megan's status as a Mexican American in AAS.  She admits that some of her Latino American friends criticize her for not taking Latino/a Studies, and has some experiences of her peers “giving me one or two weird looks” and “gives me the stinkeye, or gives me an attitude...”  She recounted one story where her Asian American partner for a project in an AAS class was “completely shocked” to find out that Megan was not even part Asian.  Once her partner found out, “She kind of like...didn't know how to act towards me...like I'm not a fan girl you know?  Yeah I've seen anime and I like anime, but that's because I saw that when I was a kid!  Sailor Moon!  I grew up with that...”  While her professors and academic advisers have treated her fairly, she is sometimes forced to defend her position.  Meanwhile her parents and immediate family were “thrilled; they realize I have a lot of Asian American friends, and they do know I find it interesting because its very different from my background...some family are little more confused about it.”  
	Drawing conclusions from my conversation with Megan, it is obvious that she did not come into the University with a strong intent to pursue Asian American studies.  It was not until she had an extremely positive experience with a professor that she truly developed an excitement for Asian American studies.  There are a multitude of topics that Megan finds interesting, ranging from transnational movements to numerous social justice issues.  If there was on topic she seemed to emphasize the most in our conversations however, it was definitely the similarities between cultures, and crossing over to build collective goals.  I believe that Megan's enthusiasm to learn about another culture different from her own and making those connections was her main motivation through continuing the Asian American studies minor program.  However, learning about another culture to Megan does not mean simply learning about pop culture trivia- she strives to get rid of that misconception and point out the social issues of the culture that are universal among all minorities.  Also, while her motivation to become an Asian American studies minor may not have emerged from an obvious personal identity issue concerning ethnic formations, Megan was very adamant that the classes have helped her realize and develop her own ethnic identity.  Through Asian American studies, she is able to make a critical analysis of racial representations in society, and further realize her own limits and parameters placed on her ethnic identity by society.  Also, coming from a mixed race minority background definitely motivated her to learn about another culture: “My white side didn't always get along with my Latino side so...its a really unfortunate thing to lose so much culture...especially when we have a common goal to begin with.”  Megan is representative of an Asian American studies program that does help develop and foster ethnic identity, while at the same time accommodating her curiosity of other cultures.  While her motivation behind finishing the minor starts from creating cultural connections, it is directly intertwined with ideas of identity.  In making those cultural connections, Megan is forced to look at her own identity explain why these cross-cultural experiences are important to her.  Moreover, Megan is a demonstration on how Asian American studies reaches out and provides identity development to a wide range of students, as opposed to an idea of exclusive issues and problems.
Interview #2
	My next interview took place in the Illini Union basement/cafeteria area which was quiet due to the fact that it was the early afternoon.  I met with Kari, a senior in Psychology who declared her Asian American studies minor in her junior year.  She is a fourth generation Japanese American from the Chicago suburbs.  The mood of our conversation was slightly more structured and uptight than Megan's interview- this was probably due to the low noise levels in the basement compared to the social buzz in the cafe- yet at the same time Kari liked to make sure her answers were detailed and took her time to make sure she understood my questions.
 	Kari was firstly able to take Asian American studies courses as she managed to finish her psychology requirements relatively quickly, and decided to complete the minor.  However going into college, Kari had no true intention of taking Asian American classes and “didn't realize it was even available to me at the time.”  Her first Asian American studies class was AAS 100 (Introduction to Asian American Studies) with Professor Kwon, and found the themes of the class interesting.  However, her main motivation and interest stemmed from her own family history.  Kari explained that as a fourth generation Japanese American, her family had originally lived in California and had first hand  experienced of the Japanese Internment camps during World War II.  At the same time, Kari was quick to say that while she was mainly interested in her own family history, she did eventually grow an interest of “all types of Asian American history...I'm able to share my experiences with Japanese Americans, but also other Asian Americans...” pointing out similar issues of discrimination and social justice such as the model minority myth and immigration law.  When I asked Kari about which themes and subjects in Asian American studies she found most prominent and interesting, she answered that “social justice issues are definitely a big part of AAS.”  While she claimed to find “almost everything pretty interesting...although the themes sometimes to get pretty repetitive,” she admitted that she was not as interested in Asian American pop culture as much as issues of social justice and discrimination.
	One main point that Kari liked to emphasize was that the knowledge she learned in her Asian American studies courses were very applicable and useful to her college life.  Because Asian Americans (especially second generation Asian Americans) are considered a “culture of success,” Kari believes it is important to understand how this is a misconception and what kind of discrimination has affected, and currently affects different groups of Asian Americans.  By understanding this concept of a model minority, Kari believes that it is easier to create groups of “social support” and try to combat these issues of discrimination.  Another example Kari gave to demonstrate the practicality of Asian American studies was the course AAS 346 (Asian American Youth), as classes like those “currently applied directly to college life.”  Kari gave her involvement with her predominantly Asian American church group as an example.  “Asian American studies definitely helped me understand others in my church, and understand their backgrounds.  It also helped me understand how our experiences are similar and different at the same time.”  When I asked Kari about her own personal understanding of her identity and whether the Asian American studies minor had changed her perceptions of ethnic identity, she nodded strongly, answering “Definitely!  Asian American studies is not just something  where you sit in class and hear a lecture...its a subject that you actively engage in, give in your input...ts something where you give and take, give and take...even it its just subconscious I think that I have taken a lot from those experiences in Asian American studies and applied them to my life and how I view myself.”
	Although Kari came in with inherent knowledge about Asian American studies and a certain level of interest due to her Japanese American heritage, she did not intend to be taking ethnic studies classes in university.  However, once she realized the resources were available and took several classes she enjoyed, Kari decided to pursue the interdisciplinary minor.  While Kari's original interest was in her own family history and Japanese American history, it was significant to see her interests broaden toward Asian American experiences and social justice issues, as she was able to make connections between her own experience as a Japanese American and other Asian Americans.  Kari also seemed to focus on issues of social justice in her responses, mentioning the model minority myth and the idea that Asian Americans have cultural connections and differences, and her passion for social justice was more prominent than other topics in Asian American studies.  She saw these issues as very practical and applicable to college students, as she mentioned the importance of creating “social support” groups to combat racism and misconceptions, as well as being able to better understand her peers cultural backgrounds.  For Kari, Asian American studies has allowed to her explore her own family history and identity, while at the same time educating and allowing her to feel more passionate about social justice issues, and establishing the importance of ethnic studies.  However, while Kari affirmed that the Asian American studies minor had changed her cultural perceptions and concepts of an Asian American identity, she did struggle to give personal anecdotes or specific experiences on how Asian American studies had helped her through this process.  Most of her responses dealt with understanding what it meant to be Asian American on the academic side, such as the model minority or yellow peril concepts.    
Analysis:
	My research question deals with the interdisciplinary Asian American studies minor- in what ways are Asian American studies minors motivated to continue to take classes and finish the program?  Do these motivations include struggles of identity and ethnic formations, or are there other more prominent factors?  Also, do the Asian American studies courses at the University of Illinois work to develop these ideas of racial identity and ethnic formation?  To explore these questions, I observed an Asian American studies course, interviewed two Asian American studies minors, and spoke to the academic adviser at the time for Asian American studies Viveka Kudaligama.
	While I expected to first find answers concerning issues of identity formation, a prominent theme of social justice and activism within Asian American studies constantly came up.  Both of the Asian American minors that I spoke to considered social justice to be the most important topic within Asian American studies.  Megan saw social justice issues such as immigration law or discrimination due to forever foreigner stereotypes, as important because she perceived them to be universal problems among other minority cultures, drawing connections to her own Mexican American heritage.  Her responses often included her frustrations to racial transgressions and cultural ignorance, demonstrating a care for social justice.  Meanwhile Kari acknowledged that activism was a large focus in Asian American studies class, and while she enjoyed most if not all of the topics in class, it was topics of discrimination and racism that she considered more interesting than say popular culture.  The class observation managed to reflect this aspect, as in the film class the two films discussed dealt with community activism in The Fall of the I-Hotel (where Asian American community groups protested the eviction of elderly Filipino Americans) and blatant institutional racism in Manzanar (a first hand depiction of a Japanese internment camp).  When I spoke to Viveka, one of the main reasons she believed students become interested in minoring in Asian American studies was “because of their past experiences either in high schools or once they arrive on campus...of what they perceive as, or recognize as discrimination issues...”
	These ideas directly relate with Yen-Le Espiritu's article “Asian American Panethnicity: Bridging Institutions and Identities” (1992) which talked about the legacy of Asian American activism- one of which is Asian American studies.  Through institutionalizing Asian American studies after 1968, activists made sure that “they had the right to control their educational agenda, to design their own programs” and focused on subjects that concerned “discussions on subjects dealing with discrimination, alienation, and racism.” (36)  Another important aspect of the curriculum was the reinterpretation of American history to “highlight a record of violence against Asians, who were denied the rights of citizenship, forbidden to hold land, interned in relocation camps, and forced to live in poverty stricken enclaves” and a discussion of “discriminatory laws and acts perpetrated against Chinese, Korean, Filipino, and Japanese immigrants” (37).  By looking at Espiritu's examples, it should be of no surprise that Megan and Kari are both able to observe the focus of the activists of the 1960s and notice the emphasis on social justice problems.  The strong feelings toward discrimination and social justice from both Megan and Kari also reflects an understanding on how Asian American activists were forced to protest and fight for the institutionalization of Asian American studies.  Asian American studies at the University of Illinois appears to have carried on this message of activism, and as Viveka says “You get the understanding in what has happened in the past to give you an understanding of how people of color have managed to changed society.”
	As expected, another major theme that came up interviews was the fostering of self-identity and ethnic formation development in Asian American studies.  Viveka believes that exploring self-identity was one of the main motivation behind Asian American students gaining interest in Asian American studies, as she said that many students arrive on campus with questions about Asian American identity.  In my conversations both with Kari and Megan, identity formation was something they both emphasized that Asian American studies had helped them develop and understand.  In Kari's case, Asian American studies allowed her to share her experiences growing up as a Japanese American as well as helping her understand how her experiences were similar and different to her peers of different cultural backgrounds.  She pointed out that because her Asian American studies classes forced her to have actively engage in materials (“...Asian American studies is not just something where you sit in class an here a lecture...its a subject you actively engage in, give your input”) that it had affected her understanding as an Asian American most definitely, if not at least on an unconscious level.  Megan also claimed that Asian American studies had a significant effect on her ideas of her own identity, stating that by understanding how Asian Americans have been viewed throughout history (e.g. racial stereotypes) that she is able to critically analyze how she is viewed herself, and further realize her position within society.  In the observation of Dr. Nobuo's media representations class, the focus on what makes up an Asian American identity was seen as he ask the class “What makes an Asian American film?” and prompting the class to discuss whether the films Manzanar and The Fall of the I-Hotel could be labeled “Asian American film.”  This discussion of “What makes an Asian American film?” is indirectly a discussion of Asian American identity, as what it truly asks is, “What makes a film so Asian American?” forcing students to define the Asian American identity.
	Like issues of social justice, the focus on identity can also be drawn back to the origins of Asian American studies.  Asian American activists who were in charge of institutionalizing Asian American studies created “courses that stressed an Asian American identity and experience” (Espiritu 36)  Further connections to the discussion of Asian American identity and identity formation can be seen in Kibria's “College and Notions of 'Asian American': Second Generation Chinese and Korean Americans Negotiate Race and Identity.” (1999)  In the article Kibria states that the college/university years are when an individual “[has] the opportunity, and indeed the task of defining for themselves and others who they are- what they think, the values they hold, their place in a world beyond the one they grow up in” (29).  For Megan, this definition of identity of formation by Kibria is strongly applicable.  By studying Asian American studies, Megan learned about a minority culture different from the Mexican American world that she grew up in, attempts to see how minority cultures exist in society with a critical eye, and now has stronger values of social justice.  Comparably, Kari is now able to better understand her own college society as she mentioned that she now better understands the cultural backgrounds of her peers in the Asian American church groups.  
	Another connection between the Kibria article and my research was the way the Asian American identity was viewed.  The college students interviewed by Kibria all carried a negative opinion- as Kibria surmises: “Asian American is understood as stifling, claustrophobic and contradictory in an essential sense to individuality” (48)  and notes that “These rejections capture the contradiction that are part of the notion of Asian American.  That is, while 'Asian American' has come on the one hand to signify a political strategy of empowerment, it also remains for persons of Asian descent, a homogenizing and externally exposed category” (49).  This displays one of the struggles of the Asian American identity that I believe Asian American studies has a relationship with.  Asian American studies explores both the political social justice issues as well as the debate over the Asian American identity, and tries to help students understand contradictions like these.  Megan and Kari both learn about past discrimination and activism in Asian American history, but at the same time get to explore the cultural backgrounds and identities of their Asian American peers, as well as themselves.  Viveka reflects this notion as she sees Asian American studies as a way students can learn how minorities interact with each other within society and develop their identities, and in a way understand the struggles of Asian American students like the ones in Kibria's study.
	The final major theme I found in my research deals with Megan's position as a Mexican-American and an Asian American studies minor.  While both Megan and Kari shared similar motivations of becoming Asian American minors through their interests in political awareness and the effects on identity development, Megan uniquely had the motivation of studying another culture.  While Kari briefly mentioned one of the positive effects of taking part in the Asian American studies program was learning about others background and culture, Megan was extremely passionate about making cross-cultural connections between her Mexican American heritage and Asian America.  She saw learning about other cultures as an important step in living toward a concept of a more global community, and she believes that in today's interconnected world, being able to interact and understand other cultures is of practical importance for job-seeking and post-graduation success.  My conversation with Viveka agreed with this motivation, as she experienced students that saw this aspect of learning about another culture as a useful and practical tool to be used for ones' career- specifically she remembered an International Studies major that believed the Asian American studies minor complimented her transcript well.  In some sense Kari reflected this idea of practicality, yet only mentioned it in terms of her college social life and through the creation of “social support” groups to fight racism.
	One past EUI project that is interesting to look at in relation to this research is “The Evolution of an Asian American Leader (bred in the cornfields of Champaign-Urbana)” (2011) which was written by Jason Lee, Robert Imperial, and Yaeinn Park.  This ethnography looked at the experiences of Asian Americans at the university and how they interacted with the Asian American community and the different ways they were able to get involved.  The research looked at various different ways Asian Americans got involved with the community, which included a look at the Asian American studies program.  The program was mentioned throughout the project, as it influenced two of the main subjects interviewed.  The first was a Filipino American freshmen, who held basic interests in his identity, yet “still felt limited to the friends and peers he spent time with.”  By taking an Asian American studies course, the student was opened up to a whole new world of a pan-Asian ethnic identity apart from his Filipino American one, and apparently increased his interest of his own identity, as well as the relation with others.  The second significant discussion about Asian American studies was with the alumni they interviewed, activist Hochie Tsai.  Tsai was one of the activist students before the Asian American studies program and Asian American Cultural Center existed, so he would often take Asian American studies courses in UCLA over the summer.  The project also mentions that Asian American studies program as a “standing institution that mark[s] the legacy of battles fought and won by past students like Tsai”
	The findings of this past EUI largely agrees with the research in my ethnography.  The subject of the Filipino American freshmen largely agrees with the ideas of identity seen in Kari and Megan, as they both held curiosity over racial identity before college, but were finally able to increase their understanding and further increase their interest through Asian American studies.  Going along with that theme was the issue of understanding how one's identity relates to others, as Kari was able to increase her pan-Asian knowledge and experience, while Megan made cultural connections between the Mexican American and Asian American identity.  In all three cases, racial identity exploration was and became a large motivation behind Asian American studies.  “The Evolution of an Asian American Leader (bred in the cornfields of Champaign-Urbana)” also connected with social justice themes and activism.  This idea that Asian American studies exists as a product of activism agrees with my research that shows an emphasis on social justice in not just the classes, but among the students as well.  Kari and Megan both had motivations of propagating social justice and cultural awareness, and in both cases seemed to focus on those issues as stronger motivation than personal identity development.





	This project asked questions to Asian American studies minors at the University of Illinois and tried to understand why these students made this academic commitment to Asian American studies.  Because Asian American studies only exists now as a minor and is not part of the core education at the U of I, I thought it would be interesting to look at the motivations and reasons behind students deciding to complete the minor program.  In writing my question, I focused on ideas of ethnic formation and exploring of self-identity, as these themes came up greatly in many of my class readings about the creation and purpose of Asian American studies (e.g. Espiritu's article).  I also wanted to explore how the minors perceived the academic classes to see if these issues of identity and ethnic formation were truly affected through being an Asian American studies minor.  I asked the following questions:  Are Asian American studies minors motivated by issues of self-identity and ethnic formations to continue Asian American studies?  Do they see Asian American studies as valuable affirmations of the Asian American identity, or more purely as an academic institution? 

Research Plan:
	To answer my questions, I decided to conduct an observation of an Asian American studies class to try and understand the tone and main themes of Asian American studies.  Through the help of the Asian American studies academic adviser, I managed to find the Asian American studies course with the highest number of minors.  Although that number was only two, I decided to select that specific class because the size of the class was generally smaller, and it was both a lecture and discussion section.  The class was also a 300-level course, rather than a lower level course that students may take simply because it fulfills a general education requirement, not because they express true interest in the subject.




	While I was unable to identify the Asian American minors in the AAS class, I was able to get a taste of what the main themes were.  The theme of social justice were obvious from the type of films that the class discussed and viewed.  The Fall of the I-Hotel was a documentary that showed Asian American community groups protest the eviction of elderly Filipino Americans, while the second film, Manzanar, was a first hand depiction of a Japanese internment camp, a demonstration of blatant institutional racism.  The next main theme emerged when the professor asked the class “What makes an Asian American film?” and prompting the class to discuss whether the films Manzanar and The Fall of the I-Hotel could be labeled “Asian American film.”  This discussion of “What makes an Asian American film?” is indirectly a discussion of Asian American identity, as what it truly asks is, “What makes a film so Asian American?” forcing students to define the Asian American identity.  The classroom setting was mainly a forum of discussion, with the students answering the professors' prompts.
	My preliminary findings through my student interviews seemed to reflect the themes of the class, as both Mari and Megan considered social justice to be the most important topic within Asian American studies.  Megan saw social justice issues such as immigration law or discrimination due to forever foreigner stereotypes, as important because she perceived them to be universal problems among other minority cultures, drawing connections to her own Mexican American heritage.  Her responses often included her frustrations to racial transgressions and cultural ignorance, demonstrating a care for social justice.  Meanwhile Kari acknowledged that activism was a large focus in Asian American studies class, and while she enjoyed most if not all of the topics, it was topics of discrimination and racism that she considered most interesting.  Viveka, the Asian American studies academic adviser also recognized this factor, as one of the main reasons she believed students become interested in minoring in Asian American studies was “because of their past experiences either in high schools or once they arrive on campus...of what they perceive as, or recognize as discrimination issues.”
	In response to my question concerning self-identity and ethnic formations, I received strong affirmative responses from both undergraduates that Asian American studies has definitely changed their and helped them understand the concepts of self-identity.  In Kari's case, Asian American studies allowed her to share her experiences growing up as a Japanese American as well as helping her understand how her experiences were similar and different from other Asian Americans.  She pointed out that because her Asian American studies classes forced her to have actively engage in materials (“Asian American studies is not just something where you sit in class an here a lecture...its a subject you actively engage in, give your input”) that it had affected her understanding as an Asian American most definitely, if not at least on an unconscious level.  Megan also claimed that Asian American studies had a significant effect on her ideas of her own identity, stating that by understanding how Asian Americans have been viewed throughout history (e.g. racial stereotypes) that she is able to critically analyze how she is viewed herself, and further realize her position within society.  Meanwhile, Viveka's response was to state her belief that exploring self-identity was one of the main motivation behind Asian American students gaining interest in Asian American studies, as she said that many students arrive on campus with questions about Asian American identity.  
	However, it was after these interviews when I realized that my research question had somewhat changed- while Viveka believed that social justice and identity exploration existed at motivators, it seemed that for Mari and Megan that those topics existed as what they saw as the main facets and tools of Asian American studies.  Instead of figuring out why students became Asian American studies minors, I had unintentionally evaluated the main themes of Asian American studies, and investigated whether these themes were reflected on its students.  
EUI and Reading Connections:
	The themes of social justice directly relate with Yen-Le Espiritu's article “Asian American Panethnicity: Bridging Institutions and Identities” (1992) which talked about the legacy of Asian American activism- one of which is Asian American studies.  Through institutionalizing Asian American studies, activists made sure that “they had the right to control their educational agenda, to design their own programs” and focused on subjects that concerned “discussions on subjects dealing with discrimination, alienation, and racism.” (36)  Another important aspect of the curriculum was the reinterpretation of American history to “highlight a record of violence against Asians, who were denied the rights of citizenship, forbidden to hold land, interned in relocation camps, and forced to live in poverty stricken enclaves” and a discussion of “discriminatory laws and acts perpetrated against Chinese, Korean, Filipino, and Japanese immigrants.” (37)  By looking at Espiritu's examples, it should be of no surprise that Megan and Kari are both able to observe the focus of the activists of the 1960s and notice the emphasis on social justice problems.  The strong feelings toward discrimination and social justice from both Megan and Kari also reflects an understanding on how Asian American activists were forced to protest and fight for the institutionalization of Asian American studies.  Asian American studies at the University of Illinois appears to have carried on this message of activism, and as Viveka says “You get the understanding in what has happened in the past to give you an understanding of how people of color have managed to changed society.”
	Like issues of social justice, the focus on identity can also be drawn back to the origins of Asian American studies.  Asian American activists who were in charge of institutionalizing Asian American studies created “courses that stressed an Asian American identity and experience” (Espiritu 36)  Further connections to the discussion of Asian American identity and identity formation can be seen in Kibria's “College and Notions of 'Asian American': Second Generation Chinese and Korean Americans Negotiate Race and Identity.” (1999)  In the article Kibria states that the college/university years are when an individual “[has] the opportunity, and indeed the task of defining for themselves and others who they are- what they think, the values they hold, their place in a world beyond the one they grow up in...” (29)  For Megan, this definition of identity of formation by Kibria is strongly applicable.  By studying Asian American studies, Megan learned about a minority culture different from the Mexican American world that she grew up in, attempts to see how minority cultures exist in society with a critical eye, and now has stronger values of social justice.  Comparably, Kari is now able to better understand her own college society as she mentioned that she now better understands the cultural backgrounds of her peers in the Asian American church groups.  
	Another connection between the Kibria article and my research was the way the Asian American identity was viewed.  The college students interviewed by Kibria all carried a negative opinion- as Kibria surmises: “Asian American is understood as stifling, claustrophobic and contradictory in an essential sense to individuality” (48)  and notes that “These rejections capture the contradiction that are part of the notion of Asian American.  That is, while 'Asian American' has come on the one hand to signify a political strategy of empowerment, it also remains for persons of Asian descent, a homogenizing and externally exposed category.” (49)  This displays one of the struggles of the Asian American identity that I believe Asian American studies has a relationship with.  Asian American studies explores both the political social justice issues as well as the debate over the Asian American identity, and tries to help students understand contradictions like these.  Megan and Kari both learn about past discrimination and activism in Asian American history, but at the same time get to explore the cultural backgrounds and identities of their Asian American peers, as well as themselves.  Viveka reflects this notion as she sees Asian American studies as a way students can learn how minorities interact with each other within society and develop their identities, and in a way understand the struggles of Asian American students like the ones in Kibria's study.
	One EUI project I looked at in relation to mine was about Asian Americans and the cultural student organizations at the University.  This ethnography tried to look at the motivations behind different Asian Americans in joining specific student or Greek organizations.  I found it interesting that like Asian American studies, many students were motivated to join student organizations to learn more about their individual culture, as well as helping them find their social identity on campus.  Also, some student organizations have an activist component as well, as one of the goals shared by the organizations was “solidarity for Asian Americans on campus.” (Lam)  These findings display the relationship between Asian American student groups and the academic side of Asian American studies themselves, reflecting the past history of student organizations roles in creating Asian American studies (Espiritu 35).  Of course, there are some significant differences between the academic side and student organizations as many students will join cultural RSO's in order to socialize with people they feel most comfortable with.  Also, while students may identify with cultural groups through a club, there is no strong indication that the student is able to make a critical analysis of his/her Asian American identity in situations such as the mainstream media or in secondary education.  On the other hand, while those in Asian American studies are encouraged to pursue social justice and raise their voices against discrimination, it is the student organizations that are responsible for putting on cultural programming or planning events to raise awareness.  
	Another EUI project that is interesting to look at in relation to this research is “The Evolution of an Asian American Leader (bred in the cornfields of Champaign-Urbana)” (2011) which was written by Jason Lee, Robert Imperial, and Yaeinn Park.  This ethnography looked at the experiences of Asian Americans at the university and how they interacted with the Asian American community and the different ways they were able to get involved.  The research looked at various different ways Asian Americans got involved with the community, which included a look at the Asian American studies program.  The program was mentioned throughout the project, as it influenced two of the main subjects interviewed.  The first was a Filipino American freshmen, who held basic interests in his identity, yet “still felt limited to the friends and peers he spent time with.”  By taking an Asian American studies course, the student was opened up to a whole new world of a pan-Asian ethnic identity apart from his Filipino American one, and apparently increased his interest of his own identity, as well as the relation with others.  The second significant discussion about Asian American studies was with the alumni they interviewed, activist Hochie Tsai.  Tsai was one of the activist students before the Asian American studies program and Asian American Cultural Center existed, so he would often take Asian American studies courses in UCLA over the summer.  The project also mentions that Asian American studies program as a “standing institution that mark[s] the legacy of battles fought and won by past students like Tsai...”
	The findings of this past EUI largely agrees with the research in my ethnography.  The subject of the Filipino American freshmen largely agrees with the ideas of identity seen in Kari and Megan, as they both held curiosity over racial identity before college, but were finally able to increase their understanding and further increase their interest through Asian American studies.  Going along with that theme was the issue of understanding how one's identity relates to others, as Kari was able to increase her pan-Asian knowledge and experience, while Megan made cultural connections between the Mexican American and Asian American identity.  In all three cases, racial identity exploration was and became a large motivation behind Asian American studies.  “The Evolution of an Asian American Leader (bred in the cornfields of Champaign-Urbana)” also connected with social justice themes and activism.  This idea that Asian American studies exists as a product of activism agrees with my research that shows an emphasis on social justice in not just the classes, but among the students as well.  Kari and Megan both had motivations of propagating social justice and cultural awareness, and in both cases seemed to focus on those issues as stronger motivation than personal identity development.
	One idea that both past EUI failed to represent is how the presence of cultural RSO's and Asian American studies interacts outside of the Asian American community.  As my interview with Megan demonstrates, Asian American studies does not only act a resource for Asian American students to explore their self-identity or gain knowledge and inspiration from political activism, but also allows students of any race with an interest in other cultures to learn about those cultures, and understand them better.  Asian American studies has themes that do appeal to students like Megan, who are interested in making new cultural connections and to understand the relation between cultures.  She saw learning about other cultures as an important step in living toward a concept of a more global community, and she believes that in today's interconnected world, being able to interact and understand other cultures is of practical importance for job-seeking and post-graduation success.  My conversation with Viveka agreed with this motivation, as she experienced students that saw this aspect of learning about another culture as a useful and practical tool to be used for ones' career- specifically she remembered an International Studies major that believed the Asian American studies minor complimented her transcript well.  In some sense Kari reflected this idea of practicality, yet only mentioned it in terms of her college social life and through the creation of “social support” groups to fight racism.
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Recommendations:

	From my findings, I would recommend that the University and the Asian American studies program to strongly continue to advertise the Asian American minor firstly as a tool for social justice, identity exploration, and finally a study of culture.  Students must see that Asian American studies provides education on racism and discrimination in the past and present, giving them the tools to critically analyze injustices they see in everyday life.  Also, that Asian American studies can help anyone, not just Asian Americans, with the exploration of his/her own ethnic identity, as well as the identity of their peers.  Finally, when Asian American studies advertises itself as a study of culture, they must avoid the perception that this study of culture is limited to Asian Americans only.  Instead, they need to focus on the cross cultural connections, and the benefits of learning about a minority culture in an increasingly multicultural and international community.
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